Break Through the Noise by Telling

Unforgettable Stories

“No one is better than Michael
Hauge at finding what is most
authentic in every moment of
a story.”
— Will Smith, Oscar® nominated actor:
I Am Legend, Men in Black, Ali, Hitch,
Suicide Squad

“Michael speaks and writes with the
authority of a seasoned Hollywood
screenwriting expert, and with his
natural humor and likeability, helps us
apply those powerful principles to our
own speeches and storytelling.”
— Patricia Fripp, former NSA president, Hall of
Fame speaker and presentation skills expert

“We incorporated Michael Hauge’s
principles into our ClickFunnels software,
which now has more than 50,000 active
customers and creates millions of dollars
a month in sales.”
— Russell Brunson, creator of ClickFunnels;
author: Dotcom Secrets and Expert Secrets

“Just one of my presentations has
generated more than $10 million thanks
to the secret storytelling power we pulled
out of Michael’s head.”
— Matt Bacak, Internet marketing legend;
best-selling author of Marketing Sidekick and
Perfect Customer

“Thanks to Michael’s magic, at the
end of my keynote 100 of the most
successful entrepreneurs in the
country jumped to their feet with a
rousing standing ovation. This has
resulted in hundreds of thousands of
dollars of business and a satisfying
personal triumph for me. I can’t
wait to work with him again.”
— Al Zdenek, founder and former
president & CEO, Traust Sollus Wealth
Management

BOOK MICHAEL TO SPEAK TO YOUR GROUPS,
TEAMS, OR TOP PRODUCERS
In a world where we’re bombarded with constant, non-stop
marketing, and flooded with choices on who to hire, work with, and
listen to, how do you make yourself and your company stand out
from the competition?
By telling emotionally powerful stories.
Imagine the next time you give a speech or presentation, make a
sales pitch or lead a meeting, write a blog or an email campaign,
you leave your readers, customers, and audiences captivated,
motivated and inspired to take action.
Drawing on his decades of work as a Hollywood story expert,
Michael Hauge’s simple process has helped thousands of
business leaders, marketers and speakers get the edge on their
competition — and increase their
revenue by millions — by instilling
emotion into their branding, writing,
speeches and sales pitches.
Michael’s renowned presentations
— based on his latest best-selling
book Storytelling Made Easy —
are ideal for entrepreneurs and
executives who want to turn
prospects into clients, employees
into passionate followers, and
companies into powerful brands—
all by telling better stories.
As Michael helps participants
develop their powerful new
stories, they will learn…
. . . why the power of your personal story has nothing to do
with an exciting life, huge achievements or celebrity status.
. . . when to make yourself the hero of your story — and the
danger of doing it wrong.
. . . what simple test will keep your stories succinct and your
listeners or readers captivated.
. . . where stories can strengthen data, not replace it.
. . . how to turn a run-of-the-mill story into an unforgettable one.

Michael’s highly customized keynotes and workshops guide
participants through his 6-Step Success Story™ process — a
simple, repeatable formula for immediately adding Hollywood
magic to their marketing and branding by . . .
. . . finding stories from their own personal and professional
experiences to create the strongest connection — and the
greatest sense of trust—with their audiences and readers.
These stories are unique for each participant — they can’t be
copied, they set them apart from the competition, and they
help them build powerful, legendary brands.
. . . ditching the boring “case study” and instead telling success
stories about satisfied clients whose lives they have improved
and transformed. By creating empathy with the heroes of
these stories, business leaders give audiences the emotional
experience of actually working with them — and winning!
. . . going deeper than the common, superficial details of most
business stories by revealing the courage clients have shown

MICHAEL HAUGE helps business leaders,
entrepreneurs and speakers surpass their
competition and grow their business by telling
emotionally powerful stories.
He has been one of Hollywood’s top story
experts since 1985, and has empowered
countless screenwriters, filmmakers and
novelists to improve their stories, advance their
careers, and reach huge audiences. Michael
has consulted on projects starring (among
many others) Will Smith, Julia Roberts, Morgan
Freeman, Charlize Theron, Alec Baldwin, Chris
Pine and Margot Robbie.

as they achieved success. Tapping into these universal desires
and fears instills readers and audiences with hope, confidence
and belief in themselves. These are the stories that will inspire
followers to take action and achieve extraordinary results.
Participants leave Michael’s keynotes and workshops entertained,
enlightened and eager to create and deliver simple, powerful and
profitable business stories — stories that win more customers, make
marketing more memorable, and sell more products and services.
If you’d like to explore whether Michael’s proven approach and
uplifting presentations are a fit for your conference or meeting,
he would love to have that conversation with you.

Michael has presented keynotes, seminars and
workshops in person and online to more than
150,000 participants worldwide.

Meeting
Planner:

Empower your group
with a proven system for
achieving unimagined
success by telling
unforgettable stories!
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